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Station® family
Solutions for any way you work.

Steve’s Station Deluxe

Steve’s Station Advanced

Steve’s Station Standard

The Steve’s Station family of imaging furniture incorporates
everything we’ve learned about imaging furniture over the last
12 years. Developed in partnership with radiologists across
the US, this family best reflects our complete commitment to
make every radiologist more productive.

Top 4 Selling Points for the Steve’s Station Family

Dual-surface tables have a height range
of 17.25”–56”. That’s lower than any of
our competitors.

Each table has a high lift capacity:
250 lbs for Deluxe, 325 lbs for Advanced,
and 375 lbs for Standard.

Monitor Easy Track™ slides the entire bank of
displays forward and back 10” to your optimal
focal depth. On Deluxe and Advanced only.

Manually fine-tune each monitor’s position
and tilt to put displays in a seamless
array. On Deluxe and Advanced only.

Compare...
sit/stand

Monitors

How Is Each
Steve’s Station
Different?

Sit/Stand
Height
Range

Programmable
Height Presets

Steve’s Station
Deluxe

Single Surface
23”-49”
Dual Surface
17.25”-56”

3 programmable
presets.

Steve’s Station
Advanced

Single Surface
23”-49”
Dual Surface
17.25”-56”

3 programmable
presets.

Steve’s Station
Standard

Single Surface
49”–23”
Dual Surface
17.25”-56”

No presets.

Maximum
Lift
Capacity

250 lbs.

325 lbs.

375 lbs.

Monitor Control Height
and Depth Adjustment

Monitor height electrically
adjusts with the table;
Monitor Easy Track™ slides
the entire monitor array
forward & back in unison
10” to reach your optimal
focal depth.

Optional articulating arms.

Monitor Configurations

Holds an array of up to 4
monitors in a single line on
the Monitor Easy Track.

Holds an array of up to 6
monitors in a single line on
the Monitor Easy Track.

Holds up to 6 monitors
with articulating arms
option (up to 375 lbs).

USB

Lighting

Electric outlets
for powering
electronic devices

USB Hub
on the
worksurface

Ambient
Lighting

Integrated
Task Lights

Acoustic
Barrier

The table arrives to your
site assembled

3 outlets on the
worksurface; 11
outlets in the rear
cable trough.

2 ports on the
worksurface.

Ambient light
levels adjust
manually with
the dimmer.

2 on the
worksurface.

29.5” high
fabric-covered
privacy screens.

When Steve’s Station arrives at your
site, the table is fully assembled.
Removable handles (and the aid of
some strong helpers) make it easy to
move into your work space.

3 outlets on the
worksurface; 12
outlets in the rear
cable trough.

2 ports on the
worksurface.

No ambient
lighting.

2 on the
worksurface.

No acoustic
barrier.

No ambient
lighting.

No
integrated
task lights.

CPUs

cable management

Number of
CPUs the
table holds

Cable
Management

2

2

2

With the Cable
Management
System, move
the table to
any position
and the cords
stay plugged in
and equipment
stays in place.

A rear cable
trough runs the
width of the
table.

No integrated
outlets.

No USB Hub.

privacy

No acoustic
barrier.

shipping & Assembly

We provide easy-to-follow instructions
for installing the Cable Management
System, Monitor Easy Track and
Acoustic Panels.
Optional White Glove Delivery is
available - our team comes to your site
to install the table in your space so
that it’s “I.T. ready”.

